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ABSTRACT

New COVID-19 transmission from arriving travelers represent a major risk. Countries have used various risk mitigation strategies, including travel bans and mandatory quarantine and testing. We developed a mathematical simulation to evaluate the effectiveness of quarantine and testing, alone and in combination, across a variety of scenarios. We found that quarantine was more effective than testing alone, even for quarantine as short as two days, and the value of adding testing to quarantine diminished for longer quarantine durations. Testing was most effective if performed near the end of quarantine, but testing upon arrival may be more effective in situations where compliance with later testing cannot be enforced. Compliance of travelers and the percent of infections that were asymptomatic greatly influenced policy effectiveness.

INTRODUCTION

COVID-19 outbreaks caused by infected arriving travelers are a concern for all countries, particularly those with low community transmission. Consequently, the approach to managing the risk of SARS-CoV-2 transmission from arriving travelers is a critical policy question. We evaluated the policy impact of mandatory quarantine for arriving travelers from 0 to 14 days, both alone and combined with testing.

Our base scenario assumed 40% of infections were asymptomatic [1], 80% of travelers were compliant with quarantine, 80% isolated when symptomatic, 90% isolated after testing positive, and 100% isolated after testing positive when symptomatic. For policies that include testing, we assumed antigen testing was performed 24 hours before the end of quarantine and that travelers who did not comply with quarantine were not tested. Our base scenario assumed a test sensitivity of 70% in the pre-symptomatic and symptomatic infectious stages (for symptomatic infections) and 60% in the asymptomatic infectious stage (for asymptomatic infections) [2]. We assumed infections were not detectable before the infectious stages. We assessed the expected number of days at risk of community transmission per infected traveler (i.e., days when an infectious traveler is in the community because they are not in quarantine or isolation) across several scenarios.
RESULTS

In the base scenario, we estimated a 98% credible interval of 2.3–2.9 days at risk of community transmission with no intervention (Fig. 1A; Table S1). Assuming a prevalence of 1 active infection per 10,000 travelers and a secondary infection rate of 0.5 per person-day at risk of community transmission, this risk of community transmission translated to 11.4–14.5 secondary cases per 10,000 travelers (Figure 1B). The expected days at risk of community transmission was higher for travelers with asymptomatic infections than for travelers with symptomatic infections (median of 3.4 vs. 2.0 days at risk). Even a two-day quarantine was more effective than testing alone (1.6–2.2 days at risk with two-day quarantine vs. 2.1–2.6 with testing alone). The addition of testing had diminishing benefit as the length of quarantine increased (median reduction of 0.30, 0.10, and 0.004 days at risk for 2, 7, and 14-day quarantine, respectively). The benefit of quarantine was highly sensitive to compliance: a 14-day quarantine resulted in 1.7–2.1 days at risk assuming low compliance compared to 0.000–0.045 days assuming perfect compliance.

The base scenario assumes that arriving travelers were equally likely to be at any point of their infection before symptom onset (for symptomatic infections). If instead all travelers were infected immediately before arriving, the days at risk per traveler would be 33% higher than the base scenario assuming no intervention, and testing without quarantine would have little benefit. If individuals with symptomatic infections travel with symptoms (i.e., infected travelers are at a random point between infection and recovery), the days at risk per traveler would be 15% lower than the base scenario assuming no intervention.

We also evaluated testing on arrival as a condition of entry, which we assumed would have 100% compliance (Fig. 3). If compliance is low, testing on arrival was more effective than testing near the end of quarantine. However, with perfect compliance, testing 24 hours before quarantine ends was more effective than testing on arrival (with an exception for a 0 day quarantine, since in that case testing occurs 24 hours later in the ‘on arrival’ scenario than in the ‘testing at the end of quarantine’ scenario).

We created a web application that readers can use to interactively assess impact of parameter values on infection risk (https://shiny.mchi.mcgill.ca/arussel/quarantineTesting/).
DISCUSSION

To reduce the risk of SARS-CoV-2 transmission from arriving travelers, quarantine is more effective than testing alone. Testing can add value when longer quarantine is infeasible, but the benefits of testing diminish with quarantine length. Testing with quarantine is most effective if testing is performed as late as possible while providing results by the end of quarantine. However, it may be preferable to test earlier if compliance with later testing cannot be enforced. Measures to increase compliance with quarantine and isolation can significantly reduce risk.

While our results can help guide decisions around quarantine and testing of arriving travelers, policymakers should consider the local situation in determining acceptable risk. For instance, the tolerance for community transmission may be lower (i.e., stricter policies may be preferred) when local transmission is very low, since new outbreaks could necessitate costly lockdowns. The tolerance for risk due to travelers may also be low in jurisdictions where local transmission is already threatening to exhaust healthcare resources. We did not consider household transmission during quarantine, a substantial risk for countries with less strict quarantine enforcement.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We simulated the disease stages of travelers with asymptomatic infections (non-infectious phase and asymptomatic-infectious phase) and symptomatic infections (non-infectious phase, pre-symptomatic-infectious phase, and symptomatic phase). We used code from Lauer 2020 to sample 1,000 bootstrapped lognormal parameters for the incubation time distribution [3]. Following Moghadas 2020, we used gamma distributions for the durations of asymptomatic-infectious, presymptomatic-infectious, and symptomatic-infectious phases, and we truncated the pre-symptomatic-infectious distribution from 0.8 to 3 days [4]. We introduced uncertainty by varying the distributions’ mean and variance uniformly by ±20%, and we sampled 1,000 parameter sets for the duration distributions (Fig. S1). For each duration parameter set, we simulated 1,000 travelers.
with asymptomatic infection and 6,000 travelers with symptomatic infection. We determined the time each simulated traveler first became infectious, recovered from being infectious, and first developed symptoms (only for those with symptomatic infections). Using expressions described in the supplement, we calculated the average days at risk across all infected travelers. We have published all data and code [5].
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Fig. 1. (A) Expected days at risk of community transmission risk per infectious traveler for ten scenarios. 'Low compliance' scenario assumes 40% of travelers comply with quarantine, 50% isolate with symptoms or a positive test, and 70% isolate with both symptoms and a positive test. (B) Expected number of secondary infections for 10,000 travelers under base scenario assumptions assuming an active SARS-CoV-2 infection prevalence of 1 in 1,000 travelers. Points indicates the median and bars indicate 98% credible interval for each estimate. Abbreviations: Sn, sensitivity.
Fig. 2 Comparison of no testing, testing 24 hours before quarantine ends, testing on arrival, and testing both on arrival and 24 hours before quarantine ends. Testing near the end of quarantine as possible, but it may be more effective to test upon entry when risk of noncompliance with later testing is high.
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

EXTENDED METHODS: CALCULATION OF DAYS AT RISK BASED ON QUARANTINE DURATION AND TESTING

We calculated the expected number of days at risk of community transmission for each person with an active SARS-CoV-2 infection (either pre-infectious or infectious) using the expressions below. In the expressions below, time is with respect to the time of infection $t_0$.

Without testing on arrival

Asymptomatic infections Travelers with asymptomatic infection comply with quarantine with probability $P_q$. If they do not comply, they will be infectious in the community from the greater of the time they become infectious ($t_i$) and the time they arrive ($u$), and their “infectious days in community” will end when they recover, $t_r$. If they comply with quarantine, their infectious days will begin at the greater of $t_i$ and when quarantine ends, represented by $u + d$. Therefore, the expected number of days at risk of community transmission for asymptomatic individuals with no testing is:

$$(1 - P_q)[t_r - \max(t_i, u)]^+ + P_q [t_r - \max(t_i, u + d)]^+$$

For testing 24 hours before quarantine ends, we assume those who do not comply with quarantine also do not receive testing. Those who are compliant are tested 1 day before quarantine end ($u + d - 1$). If they are tested before becoming infectious ($u + d - 1 < t_i$) they will test negative and be at risk of community transmission from the greater of $t_i$ and $d + u$ until $t_r$. If they are tested while infectious, they will only be at risk of community transmission if they test false-negative (probability $1 - S_n_a$ where $S_n_a$ is test sensitivity during the asymptomatic-infectious stage) or if they test positive but refuse to quarantine ($S_n_a (1 - P_i t)$ where $P_i t$ is probability of isolation given a positive test and no symptoms). Therefore, the expected number of days at risk of community transmission for asymptomatic individuals with testing 24 hours before end of quarantine is:
\( (1 - P_q) \) \( [t_r - \max(t_s, u)]^+ \) \[ P_q \] \( (1 + u + d - 1 < t_i) [t_r - \max(t_i, d + u)]^+ \) \[ P_q \] \( 1_{(u + d - 1 < t_i)} [(1 - S_nA) + S_A(1 - P_{it})] [t_r - (u + d)]^+ \)

**Symptomatic infections** For travelers with symptomatic infections we calculate the days at risk of community transmission separately for the pre-symptomatic and symptomatic disease stages. Days at risk during the pre-symptomatic stage are calculated the same as asymptomatic days except that the endpoint for pre-symptomatic days at risk is the time that symptoms begin \((t_s)\) rather than the time of recovery \((t_r)\), and we use test sensitivity for detecting disease in the pre-symptomatic-infectious stage \((S_{nP})\). Therefore, the expected number of days at risk of community transmission while in **pre-symptomatic phase** without testing 24 hours before end of quarantine is:

\[ (1 - P_q)[t_s - \max(t_s, u)]^+ + P_q[t_s - \max(t_s, u)]^+ \]

With testing 24 hours before end of quarantine, it becomes:

\[ (1 - P_q)[t_s - \max(t_s, u)]^+ + P_q[1_{(u + d - 1 < t_i)} [t_s - \max(t_i, d + u)]^+ + 1_{(u + d - 1 < t_i)} [(1 - S_nA) + S_A(1 - P_{it})] [t_s - (u + d)]^+] \]

We assume travelers will isolate while in symptomatic-infectious stage with probability \(P_{is}\). Days at risk while symptomatic begin at \(t_s\), the time symptoms begin, and end at \(t_r\), the time of recovery when individuals are no longer infectious. Therefore, the expected number of days at risk of community transmission while in **symptomatic phase** without testing 24 hours before end of quarantine is:

\[ (1 - P_{is})(1 - P_q)[t_r - \max(t_s, u)]^+ + P_q[t_r - \max(t_s, u + d)]^+ \]

In policies with testing, we assume that the days at risk for those who do not comply with quarantine (probability \((1 - P_q)\) is unchanged because they also do not get tested. For those who comply, if they are tested before infectious \((u + d - 1 < t_i)\) then they will test negative. With probability \(1 - P_{is}\) they will not isolate and incur days at risk until \(t_r\). If tested during pre-symptomatic infectious stage \((t_i \leq u + d - 1 < t_s)\), they will incur days at risk while symptomatic if
they test false negative (probability \((1 - Sn_p)\)) and they do not isolate (probability \((1 - Pt_s)\)) or if they test positive and refuse to isolate \((Sn_p(1 - Pt_b))\), where \(Pt_b\) is probabiilty of isolating with both a positive test and symptoms). For those tested while symptomatic, they will incur days at risk if the test is false negative \((1 - Sn_s)\) where \(Sn_s\) is test sensitivity for those in symptomatic-infectious state) or if they test positive and refuse to isolate \((Sn_s(1 - Pt_b))\). Therefore, the expected number of days at risk of community transmission while in the symptomatic-infectious phase with testing 24 hours before end of quarantine is:

\[
(1 - P_q)\left( (1 - P_{is})[tr - max(t_s, u)] \right)^+ + \frac{P_q}{P_t} \left( 1_{[t_r-d-u < t_s]} [(1 - P_{is})[tr - max(t_s, u + d)]^+] + 1_{[t_s-u < t_r-d]} [(1 - Sn_p)(1 - P_{is}) + Sn_p(1 - P_{tb})][tr - max(t_s, u + d)]^+] + 1_{[t_r-d-u < t_s]} [(1 - Sn_s)(1 - P_{is}) + Sn_s(1 - P_{tb})][tr - (u + d)]^+] \]

**With testing on arrival**

**Asymptomatic infections** With testing on arrival alone (no testing 24 hours before end of quarantine), the person-days of community risk for a traveler with an asymptomatic infection is:

\[
1_{[t_r < t_t]} \left( [1 - P_q][t_r - t_t] + P_q[t_r - max(t_s, u + d)]^+ \right) + \frac{P_q}{P_t} \left( 1_{[t_s < t_r < t_t]} [(1 - Sn_p)(1 - P_{is}) + Sn_p(1 - P_{tb})][tr - u]^+ + P_q((1 - Sn_p) + Sn_p(1 - P_{tb})][tr - (u + d)]^+] \]

With both testing on arrival and testing 24 hours before end of quarantine, the person-days of community risk for a traveler with an asymptomatic infection is:

\[
1_{[t_r < t_t]} \left( [1 - P_q][t_r - t_t] \right) + \frac{P_q}{P_t} \left( 1_{[t_r-d-u < t_t]} [(1 - Sn_p)(1 - P_{is}) + Sn_p(1 - P_{tb})][tr - (u + d)]^+] \right) + 1_{[t_s < t_r < t_t]} [(1 - Sn_p)(1 - P_{is}) + Sn_p(1 - P_{tb})][tr - u]^+ + P_q((1 - Sn_p) + Sn_p(1 - P_{tb})][tr - (u + d)]^+] \]

**Symptomatic infections** With testing on arrival without testing 24 hours before end of quarantine, the person-days of community risk for a traveler with a symptomatic infection in the pre-symptomatic phase is:

\[
1_{[t_r < t_t]} \left( [(1 - P_q)[t_s - t_t] + P_q[t_s - max(t_s, u + d)]^+] \right) + \frac{P_q}{P_t} \left( 1_{[t_s < t_r < t_t]} [(1 - Sn_p)(1 - P_{is}) + Sn_p(1 - P_{tb})][t_s - u]^+ + P_q((1 - Sn_p) + Sn_p(1 - P_{tb})][t_s - (u + d)]^+] \right) \]
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With both testing on arrival and testing 24 hours before end of quarantine, the person-days of community risk for a traveler with a symptomatic infection in the pre-symptomatic phase is:

\[ 1_{(u < t_t)} \cdot [(1 - P_q)(t_s - t_t) + P_q(1_{(u + d - 1 < t_t)}[t_s - \max(t_s, d + u)]^+) +
\]

\[
P_q \left( 1_{(u + d - 12 < t_t)}\left[ ((1 - Sn_p) + Sn_p(1 - P_ib)) [t_s - (u + d)]^+ \right] + 1_{(u < t_t)} \cdot [(1 - P_q)((1 - Sn_p) + Sn_p(1 - P_is)) [t_s - u]^+ +
\]

\[
P_q((1 - Sn_p)^2 + (1 - (1 - Sn_p)^2)(1 - P_is)) [t_s - (u + d)]^+ \]

With testing on arrival without testing 24 hours before end of quarantine, the person-days of community risk for a traveler with a symptomatic infection in the symptomatic phase is:

\[ 1_{(u < t_t)} \cdot [(1 - P_q)(1 - P_is) [t_r - t_s] + P_q(1 - P_is) [t_r - \max(t_s, u + d)]^+] +
\]

\[
P_q \left( 1_{(u < t_t)} \cdot [(1 - P_q)((1 - Sn_p)(1 - P_is) + Sn_p(1 - P_ib)) [t_r - t_s] +
\]

\[
P_q((1 - Sn_p)(1 - P_is) + Sn_p(1 - P_ib)) [t_r - \max(u + d, t_s)]^+ \right] + 1_{(u < t_t)} \cdot [(1 - P_q)((1 - Sn_s)(1 - P_is) + Sn_s(1 - P_ib)) [t_r - u]^+
\]

\[
P_q((1 - Sn_s)(1 - P_is) + Sn_s(1 - P_ib)) [t_r - (u + d)]^+ \]

With both testing on arrival and testing 24 hours before end of quarantine, the person-days of community risk for a traveler with a symptomatic infection in the symptomatic phase is:

\[ 1_{(u < t_t)}[A] + 1_{(t_t < u < t_s)}[B] + 1_{(u > t_s)}[C], \]

where \( A \) is the expected person-days for travelers who arrive before they are infectious (or detectable), \( B \) is the expected person-days for travelers who arrive in the pre-symptomatic infectious stage, and \( C \) is the expected person days for travelers who arrive during or after the symptomatic infectious stage:

\[ A = (1 - P_q)(1 - P_is)(t_r - t_s) +
\]

\[
P_q \left( 1_{(u < t_t)} \cdot [(1 - P_is) [t_r - \max(t_s, u + d)]^+] + 1_{(t_t < u < t_s)} \cdot [(1 - Sn_p)(1 - P_is) + Sn_p(1 - P_ib)) [t_r - \max(t_s, u + d)]^+] +
\]

\[
1_{(u + d - 12 < t_t)} \cdot [(1 - Sn_p)(1 - P_is) [t_r - (u + d)]^+ + Sn_s(1 - P_ib)(t_r - (u + d))^+] \right] + 1_{(u < t_t)} \cdot [(1 - P_q)((1 - Sn_p)(1 - P_is)) [t_r - u]^+ +
\]

\[
P_q((1 - Sn_s)^2(1 - P_is) + Sn_s(1 - P_ib)(t_r - u) [t_r - (u + d)]^+ \]

\[ B = (1 - P_q)((1 - Sn_p)(1 - P_is) + Sn_p(1 - P_ib)) [t_r - t_s] +
\]

\[
P_q \left( 1_{(u + d - 12 < t_t)} \cdot [(1 - Sn_p)(1 - Sn_s)(1 - P_is) +
\]

\[
Sn_s(1 - P_ib)(t_r - (u + d))^+] + 1_{(u + d - 12 < t_t)} \cdot [(1 - Sn_p)(1 - Sn_s)(1 - P_is) +
\]

\[
(1 - Sn_p)(1 - Sn_s)(1 - P_is)(1 - P_ib)(t_r - (u + d))^+] + 1_{(u < t_t)} \cdot [(1 - Sn_p)(1 - Sn_s) [t_r - u]^+ +
\]

\[
P_q((1 - Sn_s)^2(1 - P_is) + (1 - Sn_s)^2)(1 - P_is)(1 - P_ib)(t_r - (u + d))^+ \]

\[ C = (1 - P_q)((1 - Sn_s)(1 - P_is) + Sn_s(1 - P_ib)) [t_r - u]^+ +
\]

\[
P_q((1 - Sn_s)^2(1 - P_is) + (1 - Sn_s)^2)(1 - P_is)(1 - P_ib)(t_r - (u + d))^+ \]
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Table S1 Expected days at risk of community transmission risk per infectious traveler for ten scenarios based on quarantine length and testing. Median and 98% credible interval provided. Abbreviations: asympt, asymptomatic; T, test used; NT, no testing used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>0 days</th>
<th>2 days</th>
<th>5 days</th>
<th>7 days</th>
<th>14 days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Base scenario</strong></td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>2.6 (2.3 - 2.9)</td>
<td>1.8 (1.6 - 2.2)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.81 - 1.3)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.60 - 0.96)</td>
<td>0.53 (0.46 - 0.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2.3 (2.1 - 2.6)</td>
<td>1.5 (1.3 - 1.8)</td>
<td>0.83 (0.66 - 1.1)</td>
<td>0.64 (0.53 - 0.83)</td>
<td>0.52 (0.46 - 0.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>All symptomatic</strong></td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>2.0 (1.8 - 2.2)</td>
<td>1.4 (1.2 - 1.6)</td>
<td>0.74 (0.58 - 0.92)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.45 - 0.68)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.37 - 0.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1.9 (1.8 - 2.1)</td>
<td>1.2 (1.0 - 1.4)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.48 - 0.75)</td>
<td>0.48 (0.41 - 0.58)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.37 - 0.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10% asymptomatic</strong></td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>2.2 (2.0 - 2.3)</td>
<td>1.5 (1.3 - 1.7)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.66 - 0.99)</td>
<td>0.60 (0.50 - 0.73)</td>
<td>0.44 (0.40 - 0.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2.0 (1.9 - 2.2)</td>
<td>1.3 (1.1 - 1.5)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.54 - 0.82)</td>
<td>0.52 (0.45 - 0.63)</td>
<td>0.44 (0.40 - 0.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>70% asymptomatic</strong></td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>3.0 (2.5 - 3.5)</td>
<td>2.2 (1.8 - 2.7)</td>
<td>1.2 (0.92 - 1.6)</td>
<td>0.89 (0.67 - 1.2)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.51 - 0.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2.7 (2.3 - 3.0)</td>
<td>1.8 (1.5 - 2.2)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.75 - 1.3)</td>
<td>0.77 (0.60 - 1.0)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.51 - 0.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>All asymptomatic</strong></td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>3.4 (2.8 - 4.1)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.9 - 3.2)</td>
<td>1.4 (1.0 - 2.0)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.74 - 1.4)</td>
<td>0.70 (0.56 - 0.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>3.0 (2.4 - 3.5)</td>
<td>2.1 (1.6 - 2.6)</td>
<td>1.2 (0.84 - 1.6)</td>
<td>0.89 (0.65 - 1.2)</td>
<td>0.69 (0.56 - 0.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low compliance</strong></td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>3.2 (2.8 - 3.6)</td>
<td>2.8 (2.4 - 3.2)</td>
<td>2.3 (1.9 - 2.6)</td>
<td>2.1 (1.8 - 2.4)</td>
<td>1.9 (1.7 - 2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>3.1 (2.7 - 3.5)</td>
<td>2.7 (2.3 - 3.0)</td>
<td>2.2 (1.9 - 2.5)</td>
<td>2.0 (1.8 - 2.3)</td>
<td>1.9 (1.7 - 2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perfect compliance</strong></td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>2.2 (1.9 - 2.5)</td>
<td>1.3 (1.1 - 1.6)</td>
<td>0.46 (0.28 - 0.70)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.095 - 0.38)</td>
<td>0.007 (0.000 - 0.045)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1.9 (1.7 - 2.1)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.84 - 1.3)</td>
<td>0.30 (0.16 - 0.51)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.045 - 0.27)</td>
<td>0.003 (0.000 - 0.030)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>100% Sn when infectious</strong></td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>2.6 (2.3 - 2.9)</td>
<td>1.8 (1.6 - 2.2)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.81 - 1.3)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.60 - 0.96)</td>
<td>0.53 (0.46 - 0.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2.2 (2.0 - 2.4)</td>
<td>1.4 (1.2 - 1.6)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.57 - 0.94)</td>
<td>0.59 (0.49 - 0.75)</td>
<td>0.52 (0.46 - 0.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infected on arrival</strong></td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>3.4 (3.0 - 3.9)</td>
<td>3.3 (2.8 - 3.7)</td>
<td>2.3 (1.8 - 2.8)</td>
<td>1.6 (1.2 - 2.2)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.62 - 0.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>3.4 (3.0 - 3.9)</td>
<td>3.2 (2.7 - 3.7)</td>
<td>1.9 (1.5 - 2.5)</td>
<td>1.3 (0.93 - 1.8)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.61 - 0.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Traveling with symptoms</strong></td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>2.2 (1.9 - 2.5)</td>
<td>1.6 (1.3 - 1.9)</td>
<td>0.87 (0.68 - 1.1)</td>
<td>0.64 (0.50 - 0.83)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.39 - 0.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1.9 (1.7 - 2.2)</td>
<td>1.3 (1.1 - 1.6)</td>
<td>0.71 (0.55 - 0.93)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.44 - 0.72)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.39 - 0.52)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure S1: Sample of 100 distributions for durations. Incubation time (top-left) generated using code from Lauer 2020 [3] that generates bootstrapped posterior distributions from their parametric accelerated failure time model calibration. Other distributions generated by varying the mean and variance of distributions from Moghadas 2020 [4] by ±20% and converting to gamma distribution parameters using the relationships $\mu = ab$ and $\sigma^2 = ab^2$ where $\mu$ and $\sigma$ are the mean and variance of the gamma distribution and $a$ and $b$ are the shape and scale parameters.
**Fig. S2** Person-days at risk of community transmission per 10,000 arriving travelers for each policy by SARS-CoV-2 prevalence among travelers (base scenario). Person-days at risk for all travelers is calculated from the days at risk for an infectious traveler by multiplying the prevalence of active infection among arriving travelers. Points indicates the median and bars indicate 98% credible interval for each estimate. Abbreviations: Pr, prevalence of pre-infectious or infectiousness with SARS-CoV-2.